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Profound Builders Era

The Beginning of Abundance
'We are going to transition into an economy that is very productive and just does not need a lot of human workers.

Managing that transition is going to be the greatest challenge that our society faces.'

- Andrew McAfee (https://bazaarmodel.net/phorum/read.php?3,9211)
The Transition is..

*To Create the Environment*

where we learn the Art of Being

*Human*
And we have begun..

To lay the foundation

- A technological foundation
- And an affective foundation
- For the Environment where we learn the Art of Being Human
Laying the technological foundation

• **Energy** – the energiewende has begun
  - Globally 100% renewable energy in 2050

• **Data** – Open source cloud computing
  - Intelligent interactive learning for anyone

• **Matter** – the beginning of the Creator Unit
  - 3D Printing has taken off
  - Open source renaissance of *creativity*
Laying the affective foundation

Towards an affective consciousness

- One can't be effective without an affective consciousness
- In an affective ambiance

A first step could be to explore haptonomy

- The Science of Affectivity, the foundation of creativity

'..benevolent affection .. the foundation of creativity .. creative human action or entrepreneurial activity..'
The foundation of creativity

Affectivity is the foundation of creativity, of a creative economy:

'..we move from the industrial economy through the service economy to the knowledge economy, and now the creative economy..' 

- Gary Hamel (https://bazaarmodel.net/phorum/read.php?3,9228)
A Creative Economy of entrepreneurial activity


A Creative Economy of Affective Human Action
Affective Human Action

In Our Electrical Environment

- The dynamic electric universe
  
  • (https://bazaarmodel.net/phorum/read.php?3,9270)

Where we make contact via affective action

‘..A tool like language cannot really be used to describe a tactile experience. Haptonomy cannot truly be grasped until experienced.’

- Dolto (https://bazaarmodel.net/phorum/read.php?3,9219)

‘For it is through actions that the mind and reality make contact.’

- Hoppe (https://bazaarmodel.net/thoughts/?p=196)
Project C – 2003 - 2050

Summary – Affective Human Action* in the Electric Universe

• Overview: https://bazaarmodel.net/Project-C/Overview-Project-C.pdf

• Introspection: https://bazaarmodel.net/thoughts/?p=231

• Holacracy: https://bazaarmodel.net/thoughts/?p=885

• Phase I: https://bazaarmodel.net/phorum/read.php?3,9211

* https://bazaarmodel.net/phorum/read.php?3,9225